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ABSTRACT
Recently, the impressive accuracy of deep neural networks
(DNNs) has created great demands on practical analytics
over video data. Although efficient and accurate, the latest
video analytic systems have not supported analytics beyond
simple queries like selection. In data analytics, Top-K is a
very important analytical operation that enables analysts
to focus on the most important entities. In this paper, we
present Everest, the first system that supports efficient and
accurate Top-K video analytics. Everest ranks and identi-
fies the most interesting frames/moments from videos with
probabilistic guarantees. Everest is built with a careful syn-
thesis of deep computer vision, machine learning, uncertain
data management, and Top-K query processing. Evaluations
on five real-world videos and the latest Visual Road bench-
mark show that Everest achieves between 16.3× to 20.6×
higher efficiency than baseline approaches with high result
accuracy.
1 INTRODUCTION
Cameras are ubiquitous. Billions of them are being deployed
in public (e.g., at road junctions) and private (e.g., in retail
stores) all over the world [53]. Recent advances in deep con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs) have led to incredible
leaps in their accuracies in many machine learning tasks,
notably image and video analysis. Such developments have
created great demands on practical analytics over video data
[6, 37, 38, 55, 74]. For instance, civil engineers are using traf-
fic cameras in intelligent transportation systems for road
planning, traffic incident detection, and vehicle re-routing in
public transit [37]. Tools for fast and accurate video analytics
are essential in numerous applications.
Object recognition in image and video using CNNs are
accurate [28–30]. However, CNNs are computationally ex-
pensive to train and to serve. This poses significant challenge
in using CNN-based object recognition techniques to analyze
massive amounts of streaming videos. For example, state-
of-the-art object detectors run at about 5 fps (frames per
second) using GPUs [28]. This frame-processing rate is 6
times slower than the frame rate of a typical 30-fps video.
Consequently, a “scan-and-test” approach that invokes an
object detector on every frame would take 6 times the dura-
tion of a video to complete. While we can parallelize that by,
say, using multiple GPUs in the cloud, the computational ex-
pense remains high regardless of parallelism. Consequently,
the research community has started to build systems with
innovative solutions to support fast analytics over video data
[4, 6, 25, 31, 36–38, 46, 47, 52, 55, 67, 74, 77].
Video analytics is an emerging research area that inter-
sects database and computer vision. It is, however, still in its
infancy. For example, latest systems support only selection
queries such as object selection [4, 19, 31, 37, 38, 47, 50, 68]
and object-trajectory selection [6, 42]. In data analytics, Top-
K is a very important analytical operation that enables an-
alysts to focus on the most important entities in the data
[7, 10, 34, 58]. In this paper we present the very first set of
solutions for efficient Top-K video analytics. Top-K can help
rank and identify the most interesting frames/moments from
videos. Example use cases include:
PropertyValuation. The valuation/rent of a shop is strongly
related to its peak foot traffic [13]. Instead of manual count-
ing, one can use a camera to capture pedestrian flow and use
a machine to identify, say, the Top-10 frames (time of the
day) with the highest pedestrian counts.
Data-Driven Agriculture. The global food demand is ex-
pected to increase by 70% from 2010 to 2050 [39]. In order
to improve farm productivity, the FarmBeats project at Mi-
crosoft sends drones to collect and analyze farm videos [66].
Recent news also report that oil-palm farmers in Malaysia
send drones to monitor the growth of oil-palm [57]. With
oil-palm plantations spread across 86,100 square miles in
Malaysia, farmers with limited resources can only inspect
a small number of fields onsite each day. Finding the Top-
K fields (e.g., based on number of well-grown palm trees)
over drone videos can drastically help farmers prioritize field
trips.
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Transport Planning. Severe traffic congestion can occur
when multiple bus routes pass through the same narrow
expressway. A Top-K query on the moments with the biggest
bus convoy provides valuable information on the congestion
caused and for better bus scheduling.
In video analytics, CNN Specialization and Approximate
Query Processing (AQP) are two popular techniques for over-
coming the inefficiency of the scan-and-test method [4, 31, 37,
38]. With CNN specialization, a video analytics system trains
a lightweight query-specific model (e.g., a model specifically
for “bus” selection) using frames sampled from the video-of-
interest as training data. Since the specialized CNN is highly
specific to the query instance and the video-of-interest, it
is both efficient to train and to serve (but is generally less
accurate). The specialized CNN is then applied to all video
frames to obtain a set of candidate frames that are likely
to satisfy the given query. Finally, the candidate frames are
passed to an accurate but less efficient object detector (e.g.,
YOLOv3 [60], Mask R-CNN [28]) to verify their validity. Ap-
proximate Query Processing (AQP) [1, 37] is an orthogonal
technique for fast analytics when users are willing to toler-
ate some statistical error. The complex interplay between
deep model inference and Top-K query processing, however,
creates novel challenges for CNN specialization and AQP.
First, unlike selection queries where a frame satisfies a
predicate or not is independent of other frames, whether
a frame is in Top-K requires score comparisons between it
and others. Consequently, short circuiting expensive filter
predicates using specialized CNNs (e.g., [4, 31, 38]) is insuffi-
cient to Top-K query processing. Second, AQP techniques
for video analytics (e.g., [37]) estimate statistics (e.g. average
number of cars) but Top-K query returns a set (of frames)
instead of a statistic. Third, video data has temporal locality
and thus Top-K queries can be frame-based or window-based.
For example, one could be interested in finding the Top-K
5-second clips with the highest number of vehicles. This
adds to the complexity of answering Top-K queries in video
analytics.
To address these challenges, we present Everest, a sys-
tem that empowers users to pose Top-K queries on videos
based on any given scoring (ranking) function. Everest is
the first to return results with probabilistic guarantees.
This design plays in unison with deep networks because
model inference results are intrinsically probabilistic, which
is in sharp contrast to recent video analytic systems where
valuable uncertainty information is discarded. To illustrate,
Table 1a shows an example output of the specialized CNN
used in BlazeIt [37]. The (car) count in each traffic video
frame is best given in the form a probability distribution
by the softmax layer of the classifier, which captures the
uncertainty of the prediction. Existing systems (e.g., [37]),
however, process queries based on a trimmed view where all
cases except the most probable one are discarded (see Table 1b).
Everest, in contrast, treats the valuable distribution as a
first-class citizen. Furthermore, Everest is extensible to
support windowing so that users can ask Top-K-windows
queries as well.
Supporting Top-K analytics over videos enables rich anal-
yses over the visual world, just as what traditional Top-K
query processing has done over relational data. Everest de-
velops new uncertain Top-K techniques based on its novel
setting. Specifically, most Top-K uncertain query process-
ing techniques assume no ground-truth is accessible at run-
time [3, 32, 59, 63, 64, 70]. In contrast, Everest can access
an accurate object detector online to reduce the data uncer-
tainties and achieve ground-truth-in-the-loop uncertain
data analytics. While an object detector can be viewed as a
“cleaning agent” in traditional uncertain data cleaning (e.g.,
[14, 49]), the cleaning result in those work is out-of-the-loop.
That is, the cleaning is done offline and the algorithms return
a subset of uncertain data to be cleaned based on a given
budget. Although some recent works have further extended
uncertain query processing to reduce the uncertainties on-
line through a crowdsourcing platform (e.g., [17, 73]), they
mostly focus on the human efficiency issues (e.g., the plu-
rality of a task that is needed to improve answer accuracy
given that human workers make mistakes [20, 40]). By con-
trast, Everest focuses on the system and algorithm designs
to perform probabilistic Top-K video analytics at scale.
We evaluate Everest on five real-world videos and the latest
Visual Road benchmark [27]. We show that Everest can
achieve 16.3× to 20.6× speedup over the baseline approaches.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
(1) We design and present a novel notion of Top-K ana-
lytics over videos. Our design is the first to treat the
probability distribution from specialized CNNs as a
first-class citizen in video analytics.
(2) We present Everest, the first video analytics system
that supports Top-K queries with probabilistic guaran-
tees. The system is able to support both frame-based
and window-based queries and support different types
of ranking functions.
(3) We develop efficient algorithms and implementations
for each system module. Our algorithms overcome
the combinatorial explosion in the number of possible
worlds commonly found in uncertain query processing.
Our system is highly optimized using techniques such
as batch inference and prefetching.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides essential background for this paper. Section
3 discusses Everest in detail. Section 4 gives evaluation
results. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.
timestamp
/frame
count prob.
f1
0 0.78
1 0.21
2 0.01
f2
0 0.49
1 0.42
2 0.09
f3
0 0.16
1 0.48
2 0.36
(a) Output of a lightweight
model
timestamp
/frame
count
f1 0
f2 0
f3 1
(b) Existing systems dis-
card uncertainty informa-
tion
Table 1: State-of-the-art
2 BACKGROUND
In this section we provide essential background to our study.
More discussions and other related works are given in Sec-
tion 5.
CNN. Object detection is an important problem in Computer
Vision (CV). The problem is to identify object occurrences in
images. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are reported
to achieve near-human or even better-than-human accuracy
in image classification [29]. However, these deep models are
complex with millions to billions of parameters. Inferencing
with these models is thus computationally expensive. For
example, Mask R-CNN and YOLOv3, two state-of-the-art
models, process video at respective rates of 5 fps and 30 fps
on GPUs [8].
Modern Video Analytics. The huge volume of video data
poses great challenges to modern video analytics research
[4, 31, 37, 38, 50, 55, 74]. For analytical processing, video
data is often modeled as relations, which captures object
occurrences in a specific video clip [37]. Specifically, each
tuple in a video relation corresponds to a single object in a
video frame. Since a frame may contain 0 or more objects
(of interest) and an object may appear in multiple frames, a
frame can be associated with 0 or more tuples in a relation
and an object can be associated with multiple tuples. Typical
attributes of a tuple include a frame timestamp (ts), a unique
id of an identified object (objectID), the object’s class label
(class), bounding polygon (polygon), raw pixel content (con-
tent), and feature vector (features). A video relation can be
materialized by invoking an object detector per frame. Table
2 shows an example of a materialized video relation. The
objectID attribute can be populated by invoking an object
tracker (e.g, [75]), which takes as input two polygons from
two consecutive frames and returns the same objectID if the
two polygons represent the same object. In video analytics, a
Timestamp (ts) Class Polygon ObjectID Content Features
01-01-2019:23:05 Human (10, 50), (30, 40), . . . 16 . . . . . .
01-01-2019:23:05 Bus (45, 58), (66, 99), . . . 58 . . . . . .
01-01-2019:23:06 Human (20, 80), (7, 55), . . . 16 . . . . . .
01-01-2019:23:06 Car (6, 91), (10, 55), . . . 59 . . . . . .
01-01-2019:23:06 Car (78, 91), (40, 55), . . . 60 . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Table 2: A video relation fully populated by a ground-
truth object detector
video relation that is materialized by an accurate object detec-
tor such as YOLOv3 is regarded as the system’s ground-truth
[31]. However, fully materializing a ground-truth relation is
computationally expensive. Therefore, the key challenge is
how to answer queries without fully materializing that video
relation [4, 31, 37, 38, 50, 55, 74]. This distinguishes modern
video analytics with classic video databases (e.g., [11, 22, 35]).
The latter assumes the video relations are given, presumably
via some external means (such as human annotations).
CNN specialization is a popular technique used to speed
up modern video analytics [31, 37, 38, 62]. Inspired by the
concept of “cascade” [69] in computer vision, the idea is
to use frames sampled from the video-of-interest to train a
lightweight CNN (e.g, with fewer layers) as a proxy to an
expensive ground-truth object detector (e.g., Mask R-CNN).
Training specialized CNNs is significantly faster because
there are fewer layers and the context is specific. For example,
training of a CNN using only frames from a traffic video
converges much faster than in a general setting because there
are far fewer object classes to consider (e.g., cars, pedestrians)
than a general object detector which considers thousands of
classes. Inference speeds of specialized CNNs are also faster
(e.g., 10,000 fps [37]) with certain accuracy loss. As a remedy,
systems like BlazeIt [37] use statistical techniques to bound
the errors.
Top-K Query Processing. In many application domains
(e.g., multimedia databases [23] and spatial databases [61]),
users are more interested in the K most important tuples
ordered by a scoring (ranking) function. The essence of ef-
ficient Top-K query processing is to wisely schedule data
accesses such that most of the irrelevant (non-top-K) items
are skipped. This minimizes expensive data accesses (e.g.,
from disk) and provides early stopping criteria to avoid un-
necessary computation.
Uncertain Query Processing. One common uncertain
data representation is “x-tuples” [2]. An uncertain relation is
a collection of x-tuples, each consists of a number of alterna-
tive outcomes that are associated with their corresponding
probabilities. Together, the alternatives form a discrete prob-
ability distribution of the true outcome. x-tuples are assumed
to be independent of each other. We will discuss later how
Everest uses a difference detector so that the outputs of a
specialized CNN can be represented by the x-tuple model
timestamp num of cars
f1 0
f2 0
f3 0
(a) Pr (W1) = 0.78 × 0.49 × 0.16
timestamp num of cars
f1 1
f2 0
f3 0
(b) Pr (W2) = 0.21 × 0.49 × 0.16
Table 3: Two possible worldsW1 andW2
timestamp num of cars conf.
f1
0 0.78
1 0.21
2 0.01
f2
0 0.49
1 0.42
2 0.09
f3 0 1.0
Table 4: After GTOD(f3) on Table 1a
(i.e., the inference result of a video frame is captured by one
x-tuple). Hence, in the following discussion, we use the terms
x-tuple, frame, and timestamp interchangeably.
3 EVEREST
Everest allows users to set a per-query threshold, thres,
to ensure that the returned Top-K result has a minimum of
thres probability to be the exact answer. Given an uncertain
relation D obtained from a video (Section 3.2 discusses how
to obtain that) and a scoring function S (e.g., count the num-
ber of cars in a frame f ), Everest returns a Top-K result Rˆ
with confidence pˆ = Pr(Rˆ = R) ≥ thres, where R is the exact
result and thres is the probability threshold specified by the
user. The probability pˆ is defined over an uncertain relation
D (e.g., Table 1a) using the possible world semantic (PWS)
[51]. The possible world semantic is widely used in uncer-
tain databases, where an uncertain relation is instantiated to
multiple possible worlds, each of which is associated with a
probability. Table 3 shows two possible worlds (out of 33) of
Table 1a. Given the probability of each possible world, the
confidence pˆ of a Top-K answer Rˆ is the sum of probabilities
of all possible worlds in which Rˆ is Top-K:
pˆ =
∑
W ∈W(D)∧Rˆ=Top-K(W )
Pr(W ). (1)
Here, W(D) denotes the set of all possible worlds of an
uncertain relation D. In addition, the answer Rˆ has to satisfy
the following:
Definition 3.1. TheCertain-Result (CR)Condition: The
Top-K result Rˆ has to be chosen from Dc , where frames in
Dc ⊆ D are all certain, i.e., they have already been verified
by a ground-truth object detector (GTOD) so that they have
no uncertainty.
The certain-result condition is important and unique in
video analytics. For instance, the Top-1 result of the uncertain
relation D in Table 1a is Rˆ = { f3} and it has a confidence of
pˆ = 0.85 based on Equation 1. Assuming thres = 0.8, the
confidence of Rˆ being the correct answer is above the user
threshold.
However, after all this is a probabilistic result, and so the
user will feel weird if she visually inspects f3 and actually
sees no cars in it. The certain result condition avoids such
awkward answers and constrains that all the tuples in Rˆ
have to be confirmed by a GTOD before it is returned to the
users. With the CR condition, { f3} would not be returned
as the Top-1 result because its probability of being Top-1
is only 0.38 based on the updated uncertain relation D ′ in
Table 4, in which the exact score of f3 has been obtained by
a GTOD (we denote that operation as GTOD(f3)). Finally,
we remark that pˆ = Pr(Rˆ = R) ≥ thres guarantees not
only the whole result set Rˆ has at least thres probability
of being the true answer, but every frame fˆ in Rˆ also has
at least thres probability of being in the exact result set
R because Pr( fˆ ∈ R) ≥ Pr(Rˆ = R) ≥ thres. Pr( fˆ ∈ R)
reflects the precision of Top-K answer, i.e., the fraction of
results in Rˆ that belongs to R. Therefore, Everest effectively
provides probabilistic guarantees on the precision of the
query answers.
3.1 System Overview
Following recent works [4, 31, 38], Everest also focuses on a
batch setting. In this setting, large quantities of video are col-
lected for post-analysis. Online analytics on live video stream
is a different setting and is beyond the scope of this paper. We
focus on a fixed set of labels because the pre-trained GTOD
can detect “cars” but cannot distinguish between sedan and
hatchback. Users can supply user-defined functions (UDFs)
to do further classification if necessary. To our knowledge,
tracking model drift in visual data is still an ongoing research
in computer vision [38]. We will tackle that problem upon
robust techniques for resolving model drift are developed.
Figure 1 shows a system overview. Everest leverages
CNN specialization and uncertain query processing to ac-
celerate Top-K analytics with probabilistic guarantee. Pro-
cessing a query involves two phases. The first phase trains a
lightweight convolutional mixture density network (CMDN)
[21] that outputs a distribution of a frame’s score (e.g., the
number of cars in the frame), followed by quantifying the
distribution into an initial uncertain relation D0. The first
phase can be done offline (i.e., ingestion time) for standard
scoring functions (e.g., counting). The second phase takes
as input the resulting uncertain relation D0 from Phase 1
Video
 
Sampling Training
CMDN
Difference
detector
Quantization
timestamp num	of	cars conf.
00:00:01 0 0.3
00:00:02 1 0.4
00:00:03 2 0.3
... ...
f1
Uncertain	table
count
9
Phase	1
if
Return					
update
True
False
Phase	2
Ground-truth	Object	detector
Ground-truth	object	detector
Figure 1: System Overview
and finds a Top-K result Rˆ that has a confidence pˆ ≥ thres.
Initially, given D0 only, it is unlikely that the initial Top-K
result Rˆ0 from D0 gives a confidence that is above the thresh-
old. Furthermore, we see from the beginning of this section
that given a potential Top-K result Rˆ, we have to confirm
its frames for the CR condition using a GTOD — but that
may conversely give the same Rˆ a lower confidence based
on the updated uncertain relation D ′ (e.g., drops from 0.85 to
0.38). Of course, if the uncertain relationD ′ contains no more
uncertainty (i.e., all tuples are certain), the Top-K result from
that D ′ has a confidence of 1. Consequently, Phase 2 can be
viewed as Top-K processing via online uncertain data cleaning,
in which the system selectively “cleans” the uncertain tuples
in the uncertain relation using a GTOD until the Top-K result
from the latest uncertain relation satisfies the probabilistic
guarantee. For high efficiency, Phase 2 aims to clean as few
uncertain tuples as possible because each cleaning operation
invokes the computationally expensive GTOD. Furthermore,
the algorithms in Phase 2 have to be carefully designed be-
cause uncertain query processing often introduces an expo-
nential number of possible worlds. Recent uncertain query
processing techniques that use a crowdsourcing platform to
clean uncertain data (e.g., [18, 20, 40, 44]) are inapplicable
here because they are heuristic solutions and do not con-
sider the probabilistic guarantee threshold as input. We will
discuss this in more detail in Section 3.3.
3.2 Phase 1: Building the initial uncertain
relation D0 using convolutional
mixture density network (CMDN)
The crux of CNN specialization is the design of a lightweight
model that is suitable for the specific query type. In Everest,
a specialized CNN is used as a cheap proxy of the scoring
function. The specialized CNN is trained on frames sampled
from the video with ground-truth labeled using the ground-
truth object detector (GTOD). Prior works [37, 38] mostly
Convolution	layers MDN	layer
Figure 2: Everest’s lightweight Convolutional Mix-
ture Density Network
build classifiers, where each distinct integer is treated as
a standalone class in the softmax layer. The softmax layer
effectively generates a discrete distribution of number of cars
for frames as shown in Table 1a. One drawback of building a
classifier is that the maximum number of classes is restricted
to be the maximum value found in the sample frames. This
is undesirable because it fails once the Top-1 frame is missed
in the sampled training frames. We therefore discard that
approach.
In order to predict scores unrestricted to the maximum
score seen in the training examples and to support any user
defined scoring function, we use a regression model. Fur-
thermore, in order to obtain the uncertainty information, we
use a mixture density network (MDN) [48]. MDN has the ad-
vantage of capturing the probability density of the estimated
score instead of a point-estimate. Our specialized model is
therefore a convolutional mixture density network (CMDN).
Our CMDN is shown in Figure 2. It uses five convolution
layers to extract features from the input frame, followed by
an MDN layer (with h hypothesis) to output parameters of
д Gaussians (each has a mean µ and variance σ ) and their
weights π in the mixture.
The training data of the CMDN are frames randomly sam-
pled from the video-of-interest with real scores (e.g., number
of cars) obtained from a GTOD. In order to generate robust
models, we train multiple CMDN models with different sets
of hyperparameters. Since both the model and the training
data are small, the total training time is less than several
minutes. After training, Everest selects the best model by
evaluating the models on a holdout set. The holdout set is
obtained the same way as the training samples. The model
with the smallest negative log-likelihood (NLL) [26] is chosen
and the rest are discarded.
Before building the uncertain relation using the chosen
CMDN, Everest uses a difference detector to discard sim-
ilar frames from the video. This step serves two purposes.
First, frames with little differences are not informative. Sec-
ond, it approximates independence among frames so as to
enable the use of “x-tuples” to model the data. After that,
Everest feeds the unique frames to the CMDN to obtain
their score distributions. An x-tuple captures a discrete dis-
tribution but the Gaussian mixture is continuous and with
infinitely long tails on both ends. In order to get a finite
uncertain relation, we follow [16] to truncate the Gaussians
so that the probabilities beyond 3σ are set to zero and evenly
distributed to the rest. After that, we populate the uncer-
tain relation D0 by quantizing the truncated mixed Gaussian
distribution. For counting based scoring function, the score
distribution is quantized to a discrete distribution with non-
negative integer support. For others, users have to provide
the quantization step size when defining the scoring func-
tion. For frames already labeled by the GTOD when training
the CMDN, their real scores are known and certain. They
are inserted into the uncertain relation straight with no un-
certainty so that no work is wasted. Nevertheless, we still
call that as an “uncertain relation”.
3.3 Phase 2: Top-K processing with
ground-truth-in-the-loop uncertain
data cleaning
Figure 1 (right) outlines the flow of Phase 2. Starting from an
uncertain relation D0 given by Phase 1, it iteratively selects
the best frame f ∗ (by the Select-candidate function) to clean
using the GTOD until a Top-K result Rˆi based on the latest
table Di has a confidence pˆi (computed by the Topk-prob
function) exceeding the user threshold thres.
Finding a Top-K result Rˆi from the latest updated table
Di (by the Top-K(Dci ) function) is straightforward because it
simply extracts all the certain tuples Dci (because of the CR
condition) from Di and applies an existing Top-K algorithm
(e.g., [10]) to find the Top-K as Rˆi . The function Topk-prob
that computes the probability pˆi for Rˆi being the exact re-
sult and the function Select-candidate that selects the most
promising frame are more challenging because they involve
an exponential number of possible worlds. Unfortunately,
the techniques used in traditional uncertain data cleaning
(e.g., [15, 49]) are inapplicable here because of the differences
in problem settings.
D Uncertain relation
Di Uncertain relation at iteration i
Dci Subset of Di whose x-tuples are all certain
Dui Subset of Di whose x-tuples are all uncertain
Rˆ Approximate Top-K result
pˆ Confidence/probability of Rˆ
Rˆi , pˆi Rˆ, pˆ obtained in i-th iteration
R Actual result
f Frame / x-tuple
GTOD Ground-truth object detector
Sf Score of f
ki The frame ranked K-th in Rˆi
pi The frame ranked penultimately in Rˆi
Table 5: Major Notations
Traditional uncertain data cleaning problems have a bud-
get constraint, which is usually the number of x-tuples that
could be cleaned [14, 15, 49]. Their objective is to minimize
the entropy of all possible Top-K results from the updated ta-
ble [20, 49]. Since their setting is to return a batch of x-tuples
for manual offline cleaning, using entropy allows them to
measure the answer quality solely based on the uncertain
data as the results of the cleaning operation are not available
at run-time. By contrast, our constraint is to pass the proba-
bility threshold thres and our objective is to minimize the
cost of using the GTOD (and the algorithm overhead). For
us, the GTOD provides instant feedback, allowing us to put
that in the loop to come up with a probabilistic guarantee
(between 0 and 1), which is way more intuitive than using
entropy (which could be 0 to ∞). Recent approaches that
are based on crowdsourcing to clean uncertain data online
while processing a Top-K query (e.g., [18, 20, 40, 44]) are also
inapplicable because they are heuristic solutions and stop once
the given monetary budget is exhausted. They are thus hard,
if not impossible, to establish our probabilistic guarantee.
In the following, we discuss efficient algorithms to im-
plement the Topk-prob and the Select-candidate functions.
Table 5 gives a summary of the major notations used.
3.3.1 Topk-prob(Di , Rˆi ). Given a potential result Rˆi extracted
from Dci , computing its confidence pˆi via Equation 1 has to
expand all O(mn) possible worlds, where n is the number of
frames in D and assume each of them hasm possible scores
in the uncertain relation. However, given the Certain Result
(CR) condition, we can simplify the calculation of pˆi as:
pˆi =
∏
f ∈Dui
Pr(Sf ≤ Ski ) (2)
where (a) S stands for the score of a frame, (b) ki is the
“threshold” frame that ranks K-th in Rˆi , and its score Ski is
known and certain (because ki is from Rˆi ⊆ Dci ), and (c) Dui
are frames in Di with uncertainty, i.e., Dui = Di \ Dci .
Computing Equation 2 requires only time that is linear to
|Dui |. Equations 1 and 2 are equivalent because the probability
of Rˆi being Top-K is equal to the probability that no frames
in Dui having scores larger than the frames in Rˆi .1
A further optimization is to compute two functions before
Phase 2 begins: (a) the CDF F for the score of each frame f ,
i.e., Ff (t) = Pr(Sf ≤ t) =
t∑
j=0
Pr(Sf = t) and (b) a function
H (t) = ∏f ∈Du0 Ff (t), which is the joint CDF of all uncer-
tain frames in D0. With them, in the i-th iteration, we can
compute pˆi as follows:
pˆi =
H (Ski )∏
f ∈Dci Ff (Ski )
(3)
Equations 2 and 3 are equivalent because by definition
Dui = D
u
0 \ Dci . Ff (t) and H (t) for all f and t can be easily
pre-computed one-off at a cost of O(|Du0 |). With Equation 3,
Topk-prob(Di , Rˆi ) in the i-th iteration can compute pˆi using
O(|Dci |) time instead, where |Dci | << |Di |.
According to Equation 2, pˆi improves exponentially with
the number of frames cleaned. Therefore, we expect Phase
2 would spend more iterations to reach a small probabil-
ity threshold, say, 0.5. But after that, it would take fewer
iterations to reach any probability threshold beyond.
3.3.2 Select-candidate(Dui ). Select-candidate(Dui ) is the func-
tion to select a frame f ∗ from the set of uncertain frames Dui
in the i-th iteration to apply the GTOD such that cleaning
f ∗ can maximize pˆi+1 of the next iteration; and hopefully
pˆi+1 ≥ thres after that and thus Phase 2 can stop early.
Of course, pˆi+1 is unknown before we apply GTOD(f ∗).
Therefore, we use a random variable Xf to denote the value
of pˆi+1 after a frame f is cleaned. To maximize pˆi+1, we aim
to find f ∗ = arg maxf ∈Dui Ei [Xf ]. Using xsf to denote the
value of Xf when Sf = s , where s is a particular score, E[Xf ]
is thus:
E[Xf ] =
∑
s
Pr(Sf = s)xsf (4)
[Efficient computation of xsf ] x
s
f is the probability of the
result Rˆi+1 being the Top-K based on Di+1, where the x-tuple
representing f in Di+1 is assumed to be cleaned and its score
is s and certain. Therefore, xsf can be calculated on top of
pi (Equation 3) by removing the uncertainty of f , based on
how the actual score s of f influences the Top-K result:
1We allow frames in Dui to have scores tie with the threshold frame ki .
xsf =

H (Ski )
Ff (Ski )
∏
f ′∈Dci Ff ′(Ski )
=
pˆi
Ff (Ski )
s ≤ Ski
H (s)
Ff (s)∏f ′∈Dci Ff ′(s) Ski < s ≤ Spi
H (Spi )
Ff (Spi )
∏
f ′∈Dci Ff ′(Spi )
s > Spi
(5)
The idea of Equation 5 is that:
• when s ≤ Ski , frame f is not qualified to be in Top-K;
the Top-K result would not change, and the threshold
score is still Ski ; So, discounting the uncertainty of f
suffices.
• when Ski < s ≤ Spi , frame f enters the Top-K and
but its score is lower than the penultimate frame pi
in the Top-K result, i.e., the one ranks (K − 1)-st, so
frame f gets the K-th rank; the new “threshold” score
is changed to s;
• when s > Spi , frame f enters the Top-K with a score
greater than the original penultimate frame, the new
threshold frame ispi , the new threshold score is changed
to Spi .
Putting Equations 5 and 4 together, we get:
E[Xf ] = pˆi +
Spi∑
s=Ski +1
Pr(Sf = s)H (s)
Ff (s)∏f ′∈Dci Ff ′(s)
+
(1 − Ff (Spi ))H (Spi )
Ff (Spi )
∏
f ′∈Dci Ff ′(Spi )
(6)
Equation 6 greatly reduces the cost of computing E[Xf ]
compared to Equation 4 because the summation sums only
over the range from (Ski + 1) to Spi .
[Finding f ∗ by early stopping] To find f ∗ in an iteration
i , a baseline implementation of Select-candidate(Dui ) has
to compute Ei [Xf ] for every frame f in Dui . It is inefficient
because Dui is large.
Fortunately, we can deduce an upper bound, U (Xf ), for
each E[Xf ] and process frames in descending order ofU (Xf )
to early stop the computation of f ∗. Specifically, starting
from Equation 6, we have:
E[Xf ] = pˆi +
Spi∑
s=Ski +1
Pr(Sf = s)H (s)
Ff (s)∏f ′∈Dci Ff ′(s)
+
(1 − Ff (Spi ))H (Spi )
Ff (Spi )
∏
f ′∈Dci Ff ′(Spi )
≤pˆi +
Spi∑
s=Ski +1
Pr(Sf = s)H (Spi )
Ff (Spi )
∏
f ′∈Dci Ff ′(Spi )
+
(1 − Ff (Spi ))H (Spi )
Ff (Spi )
∏
f ′∈Dci Ff ′(Spi )
= pˆi +
(1 − Ff (Ski ))H (Spi )
Ff (Spi )
∏
f ′∈Dci Ff ′(Spi )
= pˆi + γψi (f ) = U (Xf ) (7)
where the last line factors the terms into:γ = H (Spi )∏
f ′∈Dci Ff ′ (Spi )
andψi (f ) = 1−Ff (Ski )Ff (Spi ) .
In the i-th iteration, the order of frames’ upper bound
is only determined by the “sort-factor” ψi (f ) because the
frames share the same pˆi andγ . This suggests Select-candidate(Dui )
to examine the frames in the descending order of theirψi (f ).
When it examines a frame f − whose U (Xf − ) is smaller than
any examined frame fseen ’s E[Xfseen ], Select-candidate(Dui )
would stop early and return f ∗ from those that have been
examined. However, since Ski (and thusU (Xf )) changes with
i , we might have to re-compute and re-sort the frames per it-
eration. To avoid this overhead, we further re-write Equation
7 to:
E[Xf ] ≤ pˆi + γψj (f ) (8)
where j ≤ i . The inequality still holds becauseψj (f ) ≤ ψi (f )
by observing Skj ≤ Ski and Spj ≤ Spi .
With Equation 8, we can simply set j = 0 so that we only
need to computeψj (f ) and sort frames in the first iteration.
However, to balance between tighter bounds and efficiency,
in the first 100 iterations, we set j =
⌊ i
10
⌋
, i.e., we update
ψj (f ) and sort frames every 10 iterations. For iterations there-
after, we updateψj (f ) whenever Ski or Spi change. The idea
is that Ski and Spi change more in early iterations but are
relatively stable afterwards.
3.4 Top-K Windows
Videos are spatial-temporal in nature and thus users may
want to split a video into time windows of finite size, compute
their scores, and examine the Top-K ones. For example, an
urban planner may be interested in the Top-50 5-second
windows, where the score of a window is the average number
of cars observed in its frames.
Everest supports Top-K over tumbling windows like the
example given above. Specifically, a video-of-interest is di-
vided into consecutive non-overlapping time windows w1,
w2,...,wn , each of which contains L frames. The score of a
window w , denoted by Sw , is the average of the scores of
the frames in it, i.e., Sw = 1L
∑
f ∈w Sf . For Top-K-window
queries, we find the Top-K windows Rˆ such that pˆ = Pr(Rˆ =
R) ≥ thres, where R is the set of true Top-K windows.
To support this type of query, Everest builds another
uncertain table whose schema is akin to Table 1a: (window,
avg(num of cars), prob). Let the i-th frame in w be f i .
The distribution of Sw can be calculated based on the distribu-
tions of Sf 1 , Sf 2 , . . . , Sf L . From Section 3.2, the distribution of
Sf i , as obtained from the CMDN, is a д-component Gaussian
mixture with a density of:
д∑
j=1
πi jN(µi j ,σ 2i j )
where πi j , µi j , σi j are the weight, mean and variance of the j-
th component in the mixture distribution of Sf i , respectively.
Since Everest’s difference detector (Section 3.5) discards a
frame f i if it is too similar to a retained frame rt , the score
distribution of Sf i is approximated by the distribution of
Srt . Furthermore, Everest ’s difference detector effectively
divides a window into l segments, where the frames in the
same segment are similar to the same retained frame rt . Since
the retained frames are judged by the difference detector as
sufficiently dissimilar, we assume their score distributions
are independent. Let r1, r2, ..., rl denote the l retained frames
inw , we approximate the distribution of Sw by
Sw ∼ N( 1
L
l∑
t=1
|st |µ¯rt ,
1
L
l∑
t=1
|st |σ¯ 2rt ) (9)
where |st | denotes the size of t-th segment; µ¯rt and σ¯rt are
the mean and the total variance of Srt , respectively. Suppose
rt is the q-th frame inw , then
µ¯rt =
д∑
j=1
πqjµqj ,
σ¯ 2rt =
д∑
j=1
πqj (σ 2qj + µ2qj − µ¯2rt ).
By quantizing the distribution in Equation 9, Everest ob-
tains an uncertain table of x-tuples on the mean score of
each tumbling window. That uncertain table is compatible
with the algorithms in Phase 2. When confirming a window
using the GTOD (to compute the average score of a window)
during Phase 2, a large window size may require cleaning
a lot of frames. Therefore, we only sample some frames to
verify with the GTOD and compute the sample mean.
3.5 System Details and Optimizations
Everest is implemented in Python 3.7 with Numpy 1.17.
We use a Pytorch implementation of YOLOv3 [60] as the
ground-truth object detector, whose weights are pretrained
using the COCO dataset [45] with 416×416 image resolution.
Training and inference of the CMDN are implemented using
Pytorch 1.4; and we use Decord 0.4 for video decoding.
CMDNTraining. The sampled frames are resized to 128×128
resolution and pixel values are normalized to the range
from 0 to 1. Everest trains 4 × 3 = 12 models of different
hyperparameters and selects the best one with the small-
est negative log-likelihood. The set of hyperparameters are
д = {5, 8, 12, 15} and h = {20, 30, 40}, where д is the number
of Gaussians and h is the number of hypotheses in the MDN
layer. All models use five convolution layers because that is
empirically stable across all videos and further reducing the
number of convolution layers offers no additional speedup
because decoding the video would become the bottleneck.
Difference Detector. Various difference detectors (e.g., [9])
can be used in Everest. In the current implementation, we
follow [38] and use mean-square-error (MSE) among pixels
to measure the difference between two frames. To eliminate
similar consecutive frames, in principle we need to sequen-
tially scan through the video and discard a frame if its MSE
with the last retained frame is lower than a threshold. In
order to parallelize this step, we split the video into clips
of c frames each. Each frame in a clip is compared with the
middle one in the clip (i.e., the ⌊ c2 ⌋-th) and is discarded if
their MSE is lower than a threshold. The clips are then pro-
cessed in parallel. Although similar frames at the boundaries
of clips may be retained or two adjacent clips may be quite
similar, c can be adjusted to ensure these situations are rare.
Batch Inference. The Select-candidate function in Phase 2
selects the most promising frame and infers its ground-truth
score using the ground-truth object detector in each iteration.
However, selecting and confirming only one frame at a time
might not fully utilize the abundant GPU processing power.
Therefore, our implementation selects a batch of b frames
that have the highest expectations based on Equation 6 and
carries out batch inference. The value of b depends on the
FLOPS and the memory bandwidth of GPU. Although the
GPU is better utilized for larger b, setting b too large may
cause cleaning unnecessary frames. Therefore, we choose b
based on a measurement of inference latency to ensure that
the latency of cleaning b frames has no significant difference
from cleaning one frame.
Prefetching. Deep network inference may have I/O over-
heads when frames are fetched from the disk to the main
Video
(Used in / From)
Object-of-
interest
Resolution FPS
# of
frames
Length
(hrs)
Archie ([37]) car 1920×1080 30 2130k 19.7
Daxi-old-street2 person 1920×1080 30 8640k 80
Grand-Canal ([37, 38]) boat 1920×1080 60 25100k 116.2
Irish-Center3 car 1920×1080 30 32401k 300
Taipei-bus ([37, 38]) car 1920×1080 30 32488k 300.8
Table 6: Real Dataset Characteristics
memory thus stalling the GPU. The baseline scan-and-test
approach can alleviate that easily by prefetching the frames
because it accesses them sequentially. Our Top-K algorithm,
however, selects frames to clean, which is non-sequential.
Fortunately, Everest can achieve high throughput by also
prefetching the input frames based on the sort-order of ψj
in Equation 8. Therefore, batches of frames with the high-
estψj would be pre-fetched while the GPU is carrying out
computation.
4 EVALUATION
We performed experiments on an Intel i9-7900X server with
64GB RAM and one NVIDIA GTX1080Ti GPU. The server
runs CentOS 7.0.
Queries and Datasets. We evaluate Everest on five real
videos in which three of them are also used in prior work
and we add two moving camera videos (Daxi-old-street2
and Irish-Center3) collected from Youtube. Table 6 shows
the characteristics of the real datasets. In addition, we also
include synthetic datasets generated by the latest Visual
Road benchmark [27]. The synthetic datasets are used in the
last experiment (Section 4.6) to evaluate the impact of the
number of objects appeared in the video since we cannot
control the number of objects in real videos.
Except one experiment that evaluates Everest’s capabil-
ity of handling complex scoring functions that query multi-
ple objects (Section 4.4), we evaluate Everest using Top-K
queries where frames are ranked by the number of main
object-of-interest shown in Table 6. The main object-of-
interest varies by the video content. For example, Archie and
Taipei-bus are traffic footages so that their main objects
are cars. By default, K=50 and thres=0.9.
Baselines To our best knowledge, Everest is the first sys-
tem that supports Top-K queries in video analytics. There-
fore, there are no other systems that we can directly com-
pare Everest against. One baseline is the exact scan-and-test
method which invokes the GTOD on all frames. We create
another baseline by using a system that supports selection
queries (e.g., [4, 31, 38]). Specifically, we rewrite a Top-K
2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_mlibCfgFI
3https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXqKk4WEhsE
query as a range selection query followed by a Top-K oper-
ation. First, we issue a range query “Sf ≥ λM” to retrieve
all frames C with scores are higher than λM , whereM is the
maximum score found during specialized CNN training and
λ ∈ [0, 1]. Then, C is regarded as the set of candidate frames
with the highest scores and the Top-K inC is returned as the
answer. We refer this baseline as the select-and-topk method.
This baseline, however, is impractical because it is hard to
get the value λ right. For example, setting λ too large may
make the number of candidate frames |C | smaller than K . On
the other hand, setting λ too small would severely increase
the selection latency because it gets a bigger set of candidate
frames C .
In our implementation of “select-and-topk”, we choose
NoScope [38] to handle the range selection operation be-
cause it is open-source. We use the default parameters of
NoScope’s optimizer and set its tolerable false negative rate
to 0.1 (to mimic Everest’s thres=0.9) and false positive rate
to 0 (to mimic Everest’s CR-condition). As there are two
newer systems (Focus [31] and TAHOMA [4]) that are simi-
lar to NoScope, we give advantages to this baseline. First, we
manually calibrate λ in each experiment and report the one
that yields the largest speedup subject to precision over 0.9.
Second, we exclude NoScope’s specialized CNN training time
because Focus [31] advocates to do training/indexing offline
during data ingestion rather than online query processing.
Third, we count only its time spent on the GTOD in order
to rule out the other factors such as the speed difference of
using different video decoders.
Evaluation Metrics For each experiment, we report (a) the
end-to-end query runtime (for Everest, we include every-
thing from Phase 1 to Phase 2 and the algorithm runtime)
and the speedup over the scan-and-test baseline. We also
report the result quality in terms of (b) precision (the frac-
tion of results in Rˆ that belongs to R)4, (c) rank distance (the
normalized footrule distance between the ranks of the Rˆ and
their true ranks in R), and (d) score error (the average absolute
error for scores between Rˆ and R).
System configurations. For Everest , in Phase 1, the num-
ber of frames in training data is set to min{0.5%n, 30000},
where n is the number of frames. We cap the sample size to
be 30000 because that is sufficient even for the longest video
(300.8 hours) in our datasets. The size of holdout set is 3000
frames for all the datasets. Although the MSE threshold in
the difference detector can be tuned based on the speed of
the moving objects or the speed of the moving camera, we
are able to use a unified MSE threshold of 0.0001 and clip size
of 30 for all datasets. In Phase 2, we set the batch inference
4 The recall (the fraction of results in R that were covered by Rˆ) is the same
as the precision because both R and Rˆ contain K elements.
size b to be 8 after measuring the inference latency on our
server.
4.1 Overall result
Our first experiment aims to give an overall evaluation of
Everest. We run the default Top-50 query (thres=0.9) on
all the real datasets. Figure 3 shows the evaluation results.
The variation of the speedup on different datasets could be
attributed to many factors such as the video quality as well
as the distributions of the object-of-interests. Nonetheless,
Everest is able to achieve a significant speedup of 16.3× to
18.3× over the scan-and-test baseline. The result quality of
Everest is also excellent. Query precision values are all over
0.9 (90%), which are coherent with the 0.9 probability thresh-
old of the queries. More specifically, all queries get results of
very small rank distance, which indicates that Everest re-
turns almost perfect result with an order of speedup over the
exact baseline. That can be further evidenced by observing
that the score errors are all less than 0.1.
Table 7 shows a breakdown of the end-to-end query run-
time of Everest. Most execution time (80+%) is spent on
Phase 1 to populate the initial uncertain table because of the
high volumes of frames processed by the CMDN. The cost
of Phase 1 gets relatively smaller for longer videos because
we cap the sample size as 30000 frames. In fact, Phase 1 can
also be done offline during data ingestion (e.g., Focus [31])
or even at the edge where the videos are produced [33]. But
we make no such assumption here in this paper.
Phase 2 spent most time on confirming the frames using
the GTOD. Nonetheless, that is almost minimal because the
fraction of frames being cleaned is very small (0.16%–0.76%).
The algorithmic overheads are also minimal. In fact, the
fractions of time spent executing the functions Top-K(Dci )
and Topk-prob(Di , Rˆi ) are both less than 0.01% and thus
we do not show them in the table. That indicates that our
algorithmic optimizations are very effective.
From Figure 3, we see that the select-and-topk baseline
yields almost no speedup over the scan-and-test baseline
even we have given it all the advantages (e.g., not count-
ing its training time). That is because we found that these
selection-only systems perform well on point query (e.g.,
finding frames that have “cars”) but poor on range query
(e.g., finding frames that have more than 10 cars). The result
quality of the select-and-topk baseline is not shown in Fig-
ure 3 because we manually tune their λ to ensure precisions
over 0.9. Thus, we exclude them for clarity. Since the select-
and-topk baseline does not offer any notable performance
gain over the scan-and-test baseline and is impractical (re-
quires manual tuning of λ), we drop it from our following
discussion that evaluates Everest in detail.
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Figure 3: Overall result under the default setting
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Figure 4: Impact of K
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Figure 5: Impact of the confidence threshold thres
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Figure 6: Complex scoring function
Phase 1 Phase 2
Dataset
Label sample
frames by GTOD
CMDN
training
Populate D0 by
CMDN inference
Select-
candidate
Confirm frames
using GTOD
Archie 10.48% 35.19% 41.75% 0.16% 12.42%
Daxi-old-street 6.34% 43.48% 45.19% 0.11% 4.88%
Grand-Canal 2.27% 20.82% 65.79% 0.34% 10.79%
Irish-Center 1.81% 15.81% 79.38% 0.16% 2.84%
Taipei-bus 1.87% 17.25% 72.23% 0.41% 8.24%
(a) Latency breakdown
Num of
iterations
% of frames
cleaned
2021 0.76%
3173 0.29%
19612 0.63%
6474 0.16%
18184 0.45%
(b) More about Phase 2
Table 7: A Detailed Breakdown
4.2 Impact of K
The objective of this second experiment is to understand the
impact of K on Everest. We run Top-K queries on all real
datasets with different K values: 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, and 100.
Figure 4 shows that Everest has consistently high speedup
in different values of K. Generally, Everest offers slightly
better speedup when K is small. That is because a smaller K
results in a smaller result set, and thus the “threshold” frame
tends to have a higher score (i.e., a higher Ski ). That in turns
implies a higher pˆi based on Equation 2 and so that it can
stop earlier by reaching thres easier.
While the accuracy remains high for different values of K,
we observe that small K values tend to influence the precision
more. That is natural because the precision is a fraction
influenced by the result size. For example, the precision of
Everest drops below 90% on Irish-center even though
Everest missed only two frames out of the Top-10 result,
resulting in a 80% precision. Nonetheless, we observe that
the result quality is actually high from the other two quality
metrics when K is small. Therefore, if we look at the result
accuracy using all three quality metrics, we can see that
Everest produces high quality results across different values
of K.
4.3 Impact of thres
The objective of this third experiment is to understand the
impact of the probability threshold on Everest. We run Top-
50 queries on all real datasets with different thres values:
0.5, 0.75, 0.9, 0.95, and 0.99.
Figure 5 shows that the value of thres is not crucial as
long as it is over 0.5. This is expected because we mentioned
that pˆi actually improves exponentially with the number of
frames cleaned according to Equation 2. In our experiments,
it took 99% of iterations to reach a probability threshold of
0.5 but only 1% of iterations to reach 0.99. This is indeed a
nice result because it confirms that Everest can hide this
parameter from users in real deployments.
4.4 Complex Scoring Function
The objective of this fourth experiment is to demonstrate
that Everest is able to handle general user-defined scoring
functions more than object counting. We therefore run Top-
50 queries with the following scoring function:
Sf =
area(cars) + area(buses)
total area
This scoring function is continuous and involves two
objects-of-interest. The areas of cars and buses are refer-
ring to the pixel areas of their bounding boxes reported by
the ground-truth object detector. The total area is the area
of the image. This scoring function is a simplified metric to
evaluate the degree of congestion of the road. We run this
experiment with quantization step size set to 0.01 on Archie,
Daxi-old-street, Taipei-bus and Irish-Center because
only these videos contain both types of objects.
Figure 6 shows that Everestmaintains high result quality
with that scoring function. In Figure 6 we observe a minor
drop in speedup especially for Daxi-old-streetwhen com-
pared with using the standard counting function. That is
actually reasonable because a more complex scoring func-
tion is more challenging to the CMDN, causing its output
distribution has a higher variance. That leads Everest to
clean more frames in order to pass the probability threshold.
4.5 Top-K Windows
The objective of this fifth experiment is to evaluate the win-
dow feature of Everest. We run Top-50 window queries
with different window sizes: no window (i.e., a window of 1
frame), 30, 60, 150, and 300 frames. The probability threshold
is still 0.9. In Phase 2, each window samples 10% of its frames
to infer the ground-truth.
Figure 7 shows that Everest performs as good as frame-
based Top-K, but the speedup drops slightly when the win-
dow size gets larger. This is because of two reasons. First, a
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Figure 7: Varying the window size
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Figure 8: Varying the number of objects in Visual Road
larger window size essentially reduces the number of win-
dows. As shown in the experiments above, our Top-K algo-
rithm is smart at picking the most promising frame out of
millions of frames to clean. A reduced number of windows
would, however, reduce the number of choices Everest has.
Second, a larger window implies more frames have to be con-
firmed by the GTOD per selected candidate (compared with
only one frame has to be confirmed per selected candidate
when no window is specified).
In terms of accuracy, the result quality remains high in
general. Sometimes, the precision may fluctuate a bit because
of the randomness in sampling. For example, the precision of
Taipei-bus drops slightly below 0.9 when the window size
is 30 frames. The fluctuation diminishes when the window
size gets larger because of larger sample size.
4.6 Impact of the number of objects
In this last experiment, we aim to evaluate Everest based
on the number of objects in a video. Since we cannot control
that in real videos, we generate five 30-fps videos using the
Visual Road benchmark [27], each of which is ten hours long
in 416×416 resolution. All five synthetic videos share the
same setting except the total number of cars. Specifically,
the videos are all taken by the same “camera” shooting from
the same “angle” of the same “mini-city”. The only moving
objects in the videos are cars and we control the total number
of cars in that mini-city from 50 to 250. During the data gen-
eration process, we uncovered a problem in the Visual Road
benchmark in which we could only stably generate at most
15 minutes long video. After discussing with the authors of
Visual Road, we concatenated 40 clips of 15-minute videos
to form each ten-hour video.
Figure 8 shows the evaluation result on Visual Road under
the default Top-50 query. We observe a speedup of 17.8×
to 20.6× with excellent accuracy. This experiment indicates
that the good performance of Everestwould not be affected
by the object density in the videos.
5 RELATEDWORK
Everest builds upon research in modern video analytics and
uncertain Top-K query processing. While we have covered
some of them throughout the paper, the following is a more
comprehensive discussion.
Modern Video Analytics. Classic video databases largely
focus on retrieving frames or video segments based on low-
level features such as the frame color [5, 11, 12, 24, 35, 43, 54,
56, 71, 72]. Modern video analytics contrasts sharply with the
traditional ones by extracting the semantic information from
videos using neural network models. NoScope [38] supports
object selection queries based on CNN specialization and
has an optimizer to select the best model architecture (e.g.,
number of layers) that maximizes the throughput subject to
a specified accuracy target. BlazeIt [37] develops a SQL-like
language for declarative video analytics. BlazeIt also does
not support Top-K query and its proposed language has no
ranking semantic. SVQ [67] is similar to BlazeIt where it sup-
ports video streams and spatial constraints (but not Top-K).
DeepLens [42] and MIRIS [6] are systems that support object
tracking (i.e., predicates that span across multiple frames).
Nonetheless, they have not addressed Top-K queries either
and Everest is also able to support multi-frame analytics
through windowing. Focus [31] is a system that pre-builds
indexes for objects in videos. During the ingestion time, a
video is fed into a lightweight CNN to obtain the classifica-
tion results and build an inverted-index between a class and
the frames that contain objects of that class. At query-time,
a query that looks for a particular object class is physically
translated to an index-lookup operation instead. Focus also
supports selection queries only. ExSample [50] is a sampling
method to find distinct objects from videos. Everest can
distinguish distinct objects at semantic level by using a corre-
sponding difference detector (e.g., [9]). TAHOMA [4], VStore
[68], and TASM [19] also work on selection, but their focus is
on reducing the per-image inference cost (e.g., image trans-
formation cost), reducing the video quality, and the video
storage layout, respectively.
Recently, Panorama [77] discusses the support of unbounded
vocabulary querying over videos. Specifically, all systems we
mentioned above and Everest also inherit a limitation of
the existing object detectors where the set of object classes is
fixed. Panorama alleviates that by asking users to label an un-
known object at run-time. Then, by designing a network that
output embeddings, it can identify the other appearance of
the same unknown object by using nearest neighbor search.
The abovemethod is compatible with Everest and we regard
that as one of our future work. Other modern video analytics
systems include Optasia [46], VideoStorm [74], Chameleon
[36], Scanner [55], and and Vista [52]. These systems are
more for expressing workloads over videos, tuning the knobs
like the resolution and the frame rate, or scheduling the op-
erations on the heterogeneous computer hardware, etc.
Uncertain Top-K Processing There are different notions
of uncertain Top-K queries. The notion of U-TopK [64, 70]
returns a result set which has the highest probability of being
Top-K under the possible world semantic. Everest adopts
the same notion although U-TopK finds the most probable an-
swer without cleaning. Therefore, it is possible that U-TopK
returns an answer whose probability is 10−6. By contrast,
Everest guarantees the answer meets a probability thresh-
old. U-KRanks [63, 64] is another notion. In an U-KRanks
result set, the i-th result in the result set is the most probable
one to be ranked i-th over all the possible worlds. However,
that does not guarantee that the result set as a whole is the
most probable Top-K answer. Probabilistic threshold Top-K
[32] is yet another notion. A Top-K result of such kind con-
sists of all the tuples (can be less/more than K tuples) whose
probability of being one of the Top-K tuples larger than a
given threshold. The result set of this type also does not
guarantee that the result set as a whole is the most probable
Top-K answer. For example, it may return an empty set when
no tuple satisfies the threshold requirement.
UncertainDataCleaning Traditional uncertain data clean-
ing aims to minimize the expected entropy over the set of
possible query answers with a constraint on cleaning budget
(e.g., number of times allowed to ask experts for trustworthy
answers) [14, 49]. Everest gives probabilistic guarantees
on the query answer, which is way more intuitive than us-
ing entropy. Everest also differs from traditional uncertain
data cleaning in both optimization objective and constraints.
Everest aims to minimize the cleaning cost under the con-
straint of probability threshold. In addition, Everest intro-
duces the certain result condition to mitigate surprises for
users. These considerations are both unique and novel. With
the advent of crowdsourcing platforms like AmazonMechan-
ical Turk (AMT) [65], some works have started to leverage
human as the cleaning agent [18, 73]. Human inputs, how-
ever, are not the ground truth per se because human make
mistakes. Therefore, most works in this direction focus on
maximizing the quality of the crowdsourced data (e.g., by ag-
gregating the responses of multiple workers [18, 40, 44, 76])
within a given budget.
MLSys Everest also belongs the area of Machine Learning
and Systems (MLSys). In terms of MLSys, Everest is related
to “Probabilistic predicates” [47], which can be viewed as a
generalization of CNN specialization. A probabilistic predi-
cate is a weak binary classifier that groups the input blobs
into those that disagree and those that may agree with the
query predicate. The former are discarded and the latter are
passed to further processing. Nonetheless, there is no prob-
abilistic predicates on Top-K query yet. Willump [41] is a
generalization of NoScope [38]. It extends NoScope’s solution
to other machine learning tasks such as recommendations.
Recommendation systems also focus only the Top-K recom-
mendation results. However, Willump handles Top-K exactly
like the “select-and-topk” baseline in our experiments. Our
results show that such an approach has limited speedup in
practice.
6 CONCLUSIONS
With a massive amount of video data available and generated
incessantly, the discovery of interesting information from
videos becomes an exciting area of data analytics. Although
deep neural networks enable semantic extraction from videos
with human-level accuracy, they are unable to process video
data at scale unless efficient systems are built on top. State-
of-the-art video analytics systems have not supported rich
analytics like Top-K. In response, we build Everest, a fast
and accurate Top-K video analytics system. To our knowl-
edge, Everest is the first video analytics system that treats
the uncertain output of deep networks as a first-class citizen
and provides probabilistic guaranteed accuracy. Currently,
Everest is a standalone system that supports only ranking.
Richer analytics can be enabled by integrating it with an
expressive video query language or library like FrameQL
[37] and Rekall [25]. We will open-source Everest.
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